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WASHINGTON’S FLAWED ABC RULE 

BENJAMIN GOULD* 

Many wrongs can embroil their victims in litigation with a third 
party—think, for example, of a negligent title search, bad legal advice, 
or a defamatory criminal accusation. And when wrongs lead to third-
party litigation, nearly every American jurisdiction allows the victim 
to sue the wrongdoer and recover, as damages, the expenses of the 
third-party litigation. 

In the State of Washington, however, a unique rule—the so-called 
“ABC Rule”—strictly limits when victims can recover their third-party 
litigation expenses as damages. Under the ABC Rule, victims cannot 
recover if any part of their own conduct led to the third-party litiga-
tion—even if that conduct was itself the predictable result of the wrong. 
Nor can the victim recover if the third party has any factual connection 
to the relationship between the wrongdoer and victim. 

Beyond vague gestures toward the American Rule on attorneys’ 
fees, Washington courts have never explained the reason for the ABC 
Rule’s strictures. Nor has any secondary literature meaningfully ana-
lyzed the ABC Rule. 

This article gives the ABC Rule its first meaningful scrutiny. It 
shows not only that the ABC Rule has perverse consequences, but also 
that it is supported neither by the traditional understanding of, nor the 
contemporary rationale for, the American Rule on attorneys’ fees. The 
ABC Rule is not even supported by Washington’s own traditional un-
derstanding of the American Rule. And the ABC Rule is not needed to 
solve any potential difficulties raised by awarding third-party litigation 
expenses as damages. 

Washington should return to the legal regime that prevailed be-
fore the ABC Rule was abruptly created half a century ago. That older 
regime correctly recognized that nearly all the principles governing 
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compensatory damages in other contexts should also govern an award 
of damages for third-party litigation expenses. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

You and your neighbor hire a surveyor to find the line between 
your properties. Relying on the surveyor’s work, you build a tool shed. 
Meanwhile, your neighbor comes to doubt the surveyor’s work. Be-
lieving the shed is on her land, she sues you for encroachment. During 
the suit, you learn that the surveyor botched the survey, and the shed is 
really on your neighbor’s land. You settle the case and dismantle the 
shed, but your attorneys leave you with a sizeable bill. 

You blame the surveyor and think he should pay your attorneys’ 
fees. His negligence got you into this mess.1 Under Washington law, 
can the surveyor be held liable for your attorneys’ fees? To answer this 
question, we must look to a doctrine unique to Washington,2 the “ABC 
Rule.” Also called “equitable indemnification,”3 the ABC Rule governs 

 
1. Washington recognizes a cause of action for negligent surveying. See, e.g., Kundahl v. 

Barnett, 486 P.2d 1164 (Wash. Ct. App. 1971). 
2. See infra note 101 and accompanying text; see also infra note 215. 
3. Porter v. Kirkendoll, 449 P.3d 627, 636 (Wash. 2019). 
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liability for attorneys’ fees when a wrongdoer embroils an injured per-
son in collateral litigation4 with a third party. 

The ABC Rule gets its name because it involves three parties that 
Washington courts have dubbed A, B, and C. Under the ABC Rule, B, 
the person seeking attorneys’ fees, may recover attorneys’ fees as dam-
ages from A, another party, only if three elements are satisfied: “(1) A 
acts wrongfully toward B, (2) that wrongful act ‘exposes or involves B 
in litigation with C,’ and (3) ‘C was not connected with’ A’s ‘wrongful 
act . . . toward B.’”5 

This article will generally use “wrongdoer” to refer to A, “injured 
person” to refer to B, and “third party” to refer to C. The ABC Rule 
may be visualized as follows: 

The ABC Rule, Washington courts have said, “serves as an ex-
ception to the ‘American Rule’” governing attorneys’ fees.6 And in 
Washington, the American Rule is understood to prohibit the recovery 
of attorneys’ fees “as costs or damages absent a contract, statute, or 
recognized ground in equity.”7 

The ABC Rule’s status as a conscious exception may explain why 
its limits are so strict. As Washington courts have applied the ABC 

 
4. This article uses the term “collateral litigation” to refer to litigation outside the proceed-

ing in which the fees are sought. See infra note 80. 
5. Porter, 449 P.3d at 636–37 (quoting Manning v. Loidhamer, 538 P.2d 136, 138 (Wash. 

Ct. App. 1975)). 
6. Id. at 636. 
7. City of Seattle v. McCready, 931 P.2d 156, 161 (Wash. 1997) (emphasis omitted). 
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Rule, injured persons trying to recover fees from collateral litigation 
must prove that no part of their “own conduct” led to the litigation.8 
And an injured person’s “own conduct” even includes actions taken at 
the behest of the person from whom attorneys’ fees are sought.9 Nor 
can an injured person recover expenses from litigation with a third 
party if that third party has any factual connection to the relationship 
between the wrongdoer and injured person.10 

The ABC Rule cries out for analysis. Almost every American ju-
risdiction allows an injured party to recover attorneys’ fees as damages 
when they have been incurred in collateral litigation with a third 
party.11 None of these jurisdictions establish limits on recovery that are 
as strict as the ABC Rule’s.12 

Analysis is also required because the Washington courts them-
selves have not yet meaningfully analyzed the ABC Rule. The Wash-
ington courts that created the Rule in the 1960s and 1970s did not ex-
plain why they were creating it, and in fact, they did not seem to realize 
that they were creating it.13 Since then, Washington courts have not 
given the Rule a sustained defense, beyond mentioning the American 
Rule on attorneys’ fees. Nor is there any secondary literature to speak 
of on the Rule. A widely cited summary of Washington law on attor-
neys’ fees, for example, discusses the ABC Rule briefly but then moves 
on.14 

The ABC Rule also deserves analysis because of its breadth. It 
governs tort and contract claims of every description.15 And the cir-
cumstances it governs—in which one person’s misconduct is alleged 
to have thrown another into litigation with a third party—may arise 

 
8. Porter, 449 P.3d at 636. 
9. See id. at 636–637. 
10. See infra Section II.B. 
11. 1 ROBERT L. ROSSI, ATTORNEYS’ FEES § 8:3 (3d ed. 2014). 
12. See infra note 101 and accompanying text; see also infra note 215. 
13. See infra Part IV. 
14. Philip A. Talmadge, The Award of Attorneys’ Fees in Civil Litigation in Washington, 

16 GONZ. L. REV. 57, 68 (1980). The article does comment perceptively that the ABC Rule 
relates not to costs, “but rather to consequential damages.” Id. 

15. See Manning v. Loidhamer, 538 P.2d 136, 141 (Wash. Ct. App. 1975) (stating that the 
ABC Rule applies both to contract and tort actions). 
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nearly everywhere, from excavation that damages a neighbor’s prop-
erty,16 to a used car dealer trying to sell the same car twice,17 to a de-
partment store leveling a racist accusation of theft against a sixteen-
year-old Black employee who is then prosecuted.18 

This article provides the first real analysis of the ABC Rule. It 
argues that the Rule is unsound. While the ABC Rule is described as 
an “equitable” exception to the American Rule,19 its practical conse-
quences are anything but equitable. Nor can the ABC Rule’s narrow 
confines find support in the traditional understanding of the American 
Rule. And, at least in its current form, the ABC Rule cannot find sup-
port elsewhere either. 

This article will proceed in five parts. Because analyzing the ABC 
Rule requires a full understanding of it, Part II of this article uses LK 
Operating, LLC v. Collection Group, LLC20 and Porter v. Kirkendoll21 
as examples of how the ABC Rule works and why it is objectionable. 

Part III then surveys the metes and bounds of the American 
Rule—the asserted justification for the ABC Rule. Washington courts 
currently understand the American Rule to bar the recovery of all at-
torneys’ fees, however incurred. But American jurisdictions have tra-
ditionally held that attorneys’ fees incurred in collateral litigation with 
a third party fall outside the domain of the American Rule. Those courts 
that have addressed the issue more recently have adhered to this under-
standing, and for good reason: the prevailing modern rationale for the 
American Rule does not apply to collateral litigation with a third party. 

After that general discussion of the American Rule, Part IV zeroes 
in on how Washington State has understood the relationship between 
the American Rule and attorneys’ fees incurred in collateral litigation. 
Like courts elsewhere, Washington courts traditionally held that those 
fees fell outside the American Rule and were recoverable under normal 
tort and contract principles. The ABC Rule is the jurisprudential new-
comer, having been created relatively recently in two decisions in 1964 
and 1975.22 These decisions do not explain why they are creating the 

 
16. Taylor v. Tellez, 610 A.2d 252 (D.C. 1992). 
17. Wells v. Aetna Ins. Co., 376 P.2d 644 (Wash. 1962). 
18. Bowden v. Caldor, Inc., 710 A.2d 267 (Md. 1998). 
19. LK Operating, LLC v. Collection Group, LLC, 330 P.3d 190, 193 (Wash. 2014). 
20. 330 P.3d 190 (Wash. 2014). 
21. 449 P.3d 627 (Wash. 2019). 
22. Armstrong Construction Co. v. Thomson, 390 P.2d 976 (Wash. 1964); Manning v. 

Loidhamer, 538 P.2d 136 (Wash. Ct. App. 1975). 
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ABC Rule, perhaps because they appear not to realize that they are cre-
ating a new rule at all.   

Having shown that the American Rule cannot justify the ABC 
Rule, this article, in Part V, postulates potential justifications for the 
ABC Rule other than the American Rule. No rationale, however, ap-
pears to support the ABC Rule as it is currently applied. 

Part VI then discusses why and how the Washington Supreme 
Court should replace the ABC Rule. It also makes some recommenda-
tions about what should replace it. 

II. HOW THE ABC RULE WORKS: TWO EXAMPLES 

Two cases, both decided within the last decade, serve as examples 
of how the ABC Rule works and why it is objectionable. Usefully, each 
case highlights a different aspect of the Rule. 

In what follows, these two decisions will be criticized. To be clear, 
the Washington Supreme Court that issued these decisions is not the 
real target of the criticism. The real blame for these decisions lies with 
the courts that created the ABC Rule several decades earlier, without 
any apparent reason.23 

A. Porter v. Kirkendoll 

1. The case 
Pepper and Clarice Kirkendoll hired a logging company to harvest 

some timber on their land.24 The logging company hired another com-
pany to help.25 Pepper Kirkendoll gave the logging company inaccurate 
information about where his property ended.26 As a result, the two com-
panies cut down trees that were on land belonging to the Kirkendolls’ 
neighbors, Jerry Porter and Karen Zimmer.27 

Porter and Zimmer sued the Kirkendolls and the two companies 
that felled the trees. The companies settled with Porter and Zimmer and 
asserted cross claims against the Kirkendolls, seeking to recover the 

 
23. See infra Part IV. 
24. Porter, 449 P.3d at 630. 
25. Id. 
26. Id. 
27. Id. 
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expenses they incurred in defending themselves against Porter and 
Zimmer.28 

The Washington Supreme Court ruled that the companies could 
not recover expenses. To reach that result, it relied on the second ele-
ment of the ABC Rule—the requirement that the Kirkendolls’ wrong 
have caused the two companies to litigate against Porter and Zimmer 
(have “expose[d] or involve[d] B in litigation with C[]”).29 

“[T]he critical inquiry” under this second element, according to 
the court, “is whether, apart from [the wrongdoer’s] actions, [the in-
jured person’s] own conduct caused it to be ‘exposed’ or ‘involved’ in 
litigation with” the third party.30 What does not matter, the court em-
phasized, is whether the injured person was “without personal fault.”31 
For if that were the inquiry, “every faultless defendant would be enti-
tled to attorney fees from another, at-fault defendant.”32 

So, had the logging companies’ “own conduct caused them to be 
exposed or involved in litigation with Porter and Zimmer”?33 The an-
swer to that question was “a resounding yes,” the court said.34 It was 
the logging companies who cut the trees located on Porter and Zim-
mer’s land. Because “[t]his cutting caused the [logging companies] to 
be exposed to strict liability under the timber trespass statute and in-
volved in litigation with Porter and Zimmer,” the companies’ own con-
duct was a cause of the litigation.35 They could not satisfy the second 
element of the ABC Rule and so could not recover their litigation ex-
penses. 

2. Objections 

a. The doctrinal objection.  
The first problem that Porter exposes in the ABC Rule may best 

be called doctrinal. Porter centers on the second element of the Rule, 
 

28. Id. at 631. The two companies settled with Porter and Zimmer and assigned them the 
companies’ cross claims against the Kirkendolls for contribution and indemnity, so it was Porter 
and Zimmer who were asserting those claims. Id. 

29. Id. at 636 (quoting Manning v. Loidhamer, 538 P.2d 136, 138 (Wash. Ct. App. 1975) 
(internal quotation marks omitted)). 

30. Id. (quoting Tradewell Grp., Inc. v. Mavis, 857 P.2d 1053, 1057–58 (Wash. Ct. App. 
1993)) (first alteration in the original). 

31. Id. (quotation and citation omitted). 
32. Id. (citing Manning, 538 P.2d at 141). 
33. Id. (quotation and citation omitted). 
34. Id. 
35. Id. at 637. 
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which requires a causal relationship between the wrongdoer’s wrong 
and the lawsuit in which the injured person incurred attorneys’ fees. 
Relying on earlier decisions, Porter interpreted that element to estab-
lish a strict sole-cause standard under which the wrong must be the only 
cause of the lawsuit.36 

Normally, though, tortfeasors need not be the sole cause of an in-
jury to be held responsible for it.37 Rather, they are typically held re-
sponsible for the injuries they proximately caused.38 And proximate 
causation is satisfied even where the defendant’s wrong is “a cause,” 
though not the only one, of the plaintiff’s injury.39 As the Washington 
pattern jury instructions state, “There may be more than one proximate 
cause of an [injury].”40 Some justification is needed for departing from 
that usual standard, and as we shall see later, there is no such justifica-
tion here.41 

This is not the only doctrinal anomaly that flows from the ABC 
Rule’s unique causation standard. If a professional’s negligent advice 
proximately causes a client to be sued and to incur a judgment for dam-
ages, it appears uncontroversial that the professional can be held liable 
for those damages.42 Compensation for the attorneys’ fees incurred in 
that suit, by contrast, may very well be barred by the ABC Rule’s 
heightened causation standard, under which proof of proximate causa-
tion is not enough to recover fees.43 This anomaly becomes especially 
pronounced when, as sometimes happens, a tort victim’s only damages 
are attorneys’ fees.44 One response to this anomaly, to be sure, would 

 
36. Id. at 636–37. 
37. See Fosbre v. State, 424 P.2d 901, 904 (Wash. 1967) (citation and quotation omitted) 

(stating that the law of Washington “does not require that the negligence of a defendant must be 
the sole cause of the injury complained of in order to entitle the plaintiff to damages therefor”); 
accord, e.g., Am. Motorcycle Assn. v. Superior Ct. of Cal., 578 P.2d 899, 903–05 (Cal. 1978). 

38. 16 DAVID K. DEWOLF & KELLER W. ALLEN, WASHINGTON TORT LAW AND 
PRACTICE § 5:16 (5th ed. 2020); see also Fosbre v. State, 424 P.2d 901, 904 (Wash. 1967) 
(citation and quotation omitted) (stating that the law of Washington “does not require that the 
negligence of a defendant must be the sole cause of the injury complained of in order to entitle 
the plaintiff to damages therefor.”). 

39. Wash. Pattern Jury Instructions - Civil 15.01.01 (emphasis added). 
40. Wash. Pattern Jury Instructions, supra note 39. 
41. See infra Parts III and V. 
42. See Armstrong Constr. Co. v. Thomson, 390 P.2d 976, 978–79 (Wash. 1964) (noting, 

in a case applying the ABC Rule, that the plaintiffs had recovered damages to compensate them 
for the judgment in the collateral litigation). 

43. See infra Section II.A.2.b. 
44. The other recent decision discussed in this Part is a good example of this phenomenon. 

See infra Section II.B. 
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be to claim that compensation for attorneys’ fees is always and every-
where controlled by the American Rule rather than by the usual rules 
governing damages. But, as we shall see, that claim is incorrect.45 

b. The practical objection.  
The second problem with the ABC Rule is more practical. In Por-

ter, the ABC Rule treated the loggers’ tree-felling as conduct independ-
ent of the Kirkendolls even though the Kirkendolls had directed the 
loggers where to cut the trees down and told them where the property 
line was (inaccurately, as it turned out).46 Action taken at the direction 
of another broke the chain of causation between the alleged wrong and 
the expenditure of attorneys’ fees, thereby preventing the recovery of 
those fees as compensatory damages.47 

This holding has worrisome practical consequences. Consider a 
case in which a client hires an attorney to advise her whether her con-
templated course of conduct is lawful. The attorney negligently advises 
the client that the course of conduct is lawful. The client’s unlawful 
conduct then exposes the client to costly litigation with some unrelated 
third party. But under Porter’s application of the ABC Rule, the client’s 
decision to engage in the course of conduct breaks the chain of causa-
tion between the attorney’s negligent advice and the litigation, thereby 
precluding recovery of litigation expenses. Indeed, this hypothetical 
presents a stronger case than Porter for breaking the chain of causation. 
In Porter, the loggers took their causation-breaking action at the ex-
press direction of another.48 In this attorney-client hypothetical, by con-
trast, the client’s action is somewhat more independent, because the 
client is “merely” relying on the attorney rather than following the at-
torney’s orders. 

Consider, too, the hypothetical case from the beginning of this ar-
ticle. You and your neighbor hire a negligent land surveyor who 
wrongly determines the line between your respective properties. In re-
liance on that surveyor’s work, you build a shed on your neighbor’s 

 
45. See infra Part III. 
46. Porter, 449 P.3d at 630. 
47. Id. at 637. The Supreme Court decided the case on the assumption that the loggers 

may have been faultless—i.e., that they were just following orders and had no idea that the 
timber they were cutting was on someone else’s land. See id. (whether the loggers were faultless 
“is not the critical inquiry; if it were, every faultless defendant would be entitled to attorney fees 
from another, at-fault defendant”). Thus, it is fair to say that the Supreme Court’s holding was 
about faultless action taken at the direction, or on the orders, of another. 

48. See supra note 47. 
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land. Your neighbor sues you for trespassing and you rack up a consid-
erable legal bill. Under the ABC Rule, you cannot recover those attor-
neys’ fees from the negligent land surveyor because it was you who 
built the shed—even though you built the shed in reliance on the land 
surveyor’s work. 

These are strange outcomes. Clients hire attorneys precisely be-
cause they can then act in reliance on the attorneys’ advice. Landown-
ers hire surveyors to develop their land in reliance on the resulting sur-
vey. By holding that actions taken on these professionals’ advice is 
considered causally independent of the advice itself, the ABC Rule ig-
nores not only the reason people hire these professionals, but also the 
duty of care that the law imposes on those professionals’ provision of 
advice. 

In short, the ABC Rule’s causation standard uses the predictable 
consequences of a wrong as a justification for shielding the wrongdoer 
from having to pay for them. This is the kind of inequitable result that 
makes the ABC Rule unjustified even on its own terms. The ABC Rule 
is said to carve out an equitable exception to the American Rule, which 
bars the recovery of attorneys’ fees as costs or damages, even if those 
fees were incurred in collateral litigation against a third party.49 But if, 
as here, that exception is not actually equitable, the exception—at least 
in its current form—must lose its asserted justification. 

c. The justification for the causation standard.   
To its credit, the Porter court does offer a justification for its cau-

sation standard. Relying on a 1975 Washington Court of Appeals deci-
sion, the court argues that even a faultless act by an injured person must 
break the causal link between the wrongdoer’s wrong and the litigation 
with a third party.50 If the rule were otherwise, Porter reasoned, “every 
faultless defendant would be entitled to attorney fees from another, at-
fault defendant.”51 

This statement conflates two different kinds of fault a defendant 
may bear: fault as to a plaintiff, and fault as to a co-defendant. A de-
fendant may be at fault with respect to a plaintiff without being at fault 
with respect to a co-defendant. 

 
49. See LK Operating, LLC v. Collection Grp., LLC, 330 P.3d 190, 123 (Wash. 2014) 

(“The ABC Rule is an equitable rule under which attorney fees are compensable as consequen-
tial damages in certain situations.”). 

50. Porter, 449 P.3d at 636–37. 
51. Id. at 636 (citing Manning v. Loidhamer, 538 P.2d 136, 141 (Wash. Ct. App. 1975)). 
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Porter itself provides a good example of this distinction. There, 
the Kirkendoll defendants had committed timber trespass against the 
plaintiffs, their neighbors.52 But there is no indication in Porter that 
anyone was arguing that the Kirkendolls had committed an independ-
ent wrong against their co-defendants, the loggers (fraudulent or negli-
gent misrepresentation, say).53 This should have been dispositive, since 
the ABC Rule’s first element requires the party liable for attorneys’ 
fees to have wronged the party seeking attorneys’ fees.54 Hence, in Por-
ter, that element was not satisfied.55 The court could have denied attor-
neys’ fees on that ground rather than by relying on a uniquely demand-
ing causation standard. 

B. LK Operating, LLC v. Collection Group, LLC 

1. The case 
Brian Fair became a client of attorney Leslie Powers.56 Thereafter, 

Fair formed a debt-collection business called the Collection Group 
LLC.57 Fair and Powers began to run the Collection Group as a joint 
venture, with each person to own 50% of the business.58 In the opera-
tion of the joint venture, Fair provided administration and management, 
Powers provided legal services, and a third party, LK Operating, LLC, 
contributed toward the Collection Group’s costs.59 Importantly, in this 
arrangement, Powers represented LK Operating as its attorney.60 

Three years later, Fair proposed increasing his ownership share 
and lowering Powers’s, “based on Fair’s assessment of each party’s 
contributions up to that time.”61 Powers objected. 

Shortly thereafter, the third party, LK Operating, sued Fair and the 
Collection Group for breach of contract and breach of fiduciary duty.62 
 

52. Porter, 449 P.3d at 636. 
53. Misrepresentation-based legal theories were not so much as mentioned by either the 

Washington Court of Appeals or the Washington Supreme Court. Porter v. Kirkendoll, 421 P.3d 
1036 (Wash. Ct. App. 2018), aff’d, 449 P.3d 627 (Wash. 2019). And this, in turn, indicates that 
no one was arguing that the Kirkendolls had breached a legal duty to the logging companies. 

54. Porter, 449 P.3d at 636. 
55. Id. 
56. LK Operating, LLC v. Collection Grp., LLC, 330 P.3d 190, 192 (Wash. 2014). 
57. Id. 
58. Id. 
59. Id. 
60. Id. 
61. Id. 
62. Id. 
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Fair then filed an action of his own against Powers for legal malprac-
tice.63 Ultimately, the trial court, in the contract and fiduciary action, 
found that Powers had violated Rule of Professional Conduct 1.7 be-
cause he simultaneously represented Fair and LK Operating, who were 
both parties to the joint venture.64 

The malpractice action, however, was dismissed on summary 
judgment.65 Although Fair and the Collection Group said that they were 
entitled to the attorneys’ fees they had incurred in the separate action 
filed by LK Operating, the trial court ruled that the ABC Rule barred 
those fees.66 Fair and the Collection Group claimed no other damages, 
so the malpractice action was dismissed.67 

In affirming this ruling, the Washington Supreme Court focused 
on the third element of the ABC Rule: “C was not connected with the 
initial transaction or event . . . , viz., the wrongful act or omission of A 
toward B.”68 In the court’s view, Fair and the Collection Group could 
not satisfy this element “regardless of which underlying events one 
considers.”69 

The court considered three possibilities for how Powers had 
wronged Fair and the Collection Group—concluding that, in each sce-
nario, LK Operating was connected to the wrong. First, “[i]f the wrong-
ful action was Powers providing concurrent representation to [LK Op-
erating] and Fair in violation of former RPC 1.7, [LK Operating] was 
connected to that action as one of the clients wronged by it.”70 Second, 
“[i]f the wrongful action was Powers entering the joint venture agree-
ment without complying with former RPC 1.8(a), [LK Operating] was 
connected to that action as a participant in the joint venture agree-
ment.”71 Finally, “[i]f the wrongful action was Powers’ passing off a 
business opportunity to [LK Operating], the very statement of the 

 
63. Id. 
64. This is noted in a companion appeal. See LK Operating, LLC v. Collection Grp., LLC, 

331 P.3d 1147, 1152–53 (Wash. 2014). 
65. Id at 1153. 
66. LK Operating, 330 P.3d at 193. 
67. Id. 
68. Id. 193 (quoting Blueberry Place Homeowners Ass’n v. Northward Homes, Inc., 110 

P.3d 1145 (Wash. Ct. App. 2005)). 
69. Id. at 194. 
70. Id. 
71. Id. Former Washington Rule of Professional Conduct 1.8(a), like the current version, 

restricted the ability of attorneys to enter into business transactions with current clients. See 
WASH. RULES OF PRO. CONDUCT r. 1.8(a) (Wash. State Bar Ass’n 2021). 
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wrongful act is sufficient to demonstrate [LK Operating] was con-
nected to it.”72 Because LK Operating was deemed connected to Pow-
ers’ wrongful act, Fair and the Collection Group could not satisfy the 
ABC Rule and so could not recover their attorneys’ fees from Powers.73 

2. Objections 
Perverse results flow from the ABC Rule’s “not connected with” 

element. In LK Operating, an attorney concurrently represented two 
clients with conflicting interests, and through his malpractice, em-
broiled them in litigation with each other.74 Under the ABC Rule, the 
two clients were connected with each other because they were both 
wronged by the same concurrent representation.75 Precisely because the 
attorney harmed two clients rather than one, he was not liable for the 
expenses that the two clients incurred in the litigation he spawned. 

Now contrast that concurrent-representation case to one in which 
an attorney’s malpractice involves the client in litigation with an un-
connected third party. There, litigation expenses may be recoverable—
and precisely because the third party is a stranger to the relationship 
between the attorney and client.76 

These results are incongruous. If we are concerned with making 
tort victims whole,77 it is unclear why a client embroiled in litigation 
with a stranger deserves compensation, while a client embroiled in lit-
igation with another client does not. If we wish to ensure that tort law 
appropriately deters negligence,78 it is not clear why negligence against 
one client requires more deterrence than negligence against two. Argu-
ably, the attorney who has wronged two clients has committed the more 
serious misconduct. 

The inequity of these results delegitimizes the ABC Rule under its 
own asserted “equitable” justification. Even if the ABC Rule were 

 
72. LK Operating, LLC, 330 P.3d at 194. 
73. Id. 
74. Id. at 192–93. 
75. See id. at 194 (“If the wrongful action was Powers providing concurrent representation 

to [LK Operating] and Fair in violation of former RPC 1.7, [LK Operating] was connected to 
that action as one of the clients wronged by it.”). 

76. See Flint v. Hart, 917 P.2d 590 (Wash. Ct. App. 1996). 
77. See Shoemake ex rel. Guardian v. Ferrer, 225 P.3d 990, 992 (Wash. 2010) (quotation 

and citation omitted) (“The guiding principle of tort law is to make the injured party as whole 
as possible through pecuniary compensation.”). 

78. See id. at 994 (noting that tort law is concerned in part with deterring negligence). 
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properly called an exception to the American Rule, it would not be an 
equitable exception.79 

 
 
 
 

III. HOW THE AMERICAN RULE TREATS COLLATERAL LITIGATION 
WITH A THIRD PARTY: THE TRADITIONAL UNDERSTANDING AND THE 

MODERN RATIONALE 

Washington case law currently understands the American Rule to 
apply to the recovery of attorneys’ fees as such, however and whenever 
incurred. The ABC Rule is thus framed as a narrow exception to an 
otherwise applicable rule. Traditionally, though, the expenses incurred 
in “collateral” litigation—i.e., litigation separate from the proceeding 
in which the award of fees is sought80—were understood to fall outside 
the American Rule altogether. 

This remains the conclusion of courts that have more recently ad-
dressed the relationship between the American Rule and collateral liti-
gation—likely because the traditional understanding of the American 
Rule’s scope is also consistent with the prevailing modern rationale for 
the American Rule. The upshot is that the American Rule does not bar 
the recovery of attorneys’ fees as such. 

 
79. There is a possible—though unconvincing—defense of the result in LK Operating. LK 

Operating, the third party, was managed by a corporation that in turn had Powers and his law 
partner as officers. LK Operating, 330 P.3d at 192. A defender of LK Operating might argue 
that the putative third-party LK Operating and the wrongdoer Powers were identical as a practi-
cal matter, though not as a matter of legal form—and attorneys’ fees should not be awarded if 
the third party and wrongdoer are identical. Otherwise, the injured person could sue the wrong-
doer for its wrong, prevail, and then sue the wrongdoer again for the attorneys’ fees from the 
first litigation, asserting that the wrongdoer precipitated that litigation.  This argument depends 
entirely on disregarding a limited liability company’s separate legal existence. But why? In other 
contexts, courts obey the Legislature’s directive that a limited liability company, like many other 
business entities, is “a separate legal entity.” WASH. REV. CODE § 25.15.071(3); see Chadwick 
Farms Owners Ass’n v. FHC, LLC, 207 P.3d 1251, 1259 n.6 (Wash. 2009). For this reason, 
among others, the Eighth Circuit, applying Missouri law, rejected an argument much like this 
defense of LK Operating. Phil Crowley Steel Corp. v. Sharon Steel Corp., 702 F.2d 719, 722 
(8th Cir. 1983); see also id. at 721 n.5 (citing Washington cases decided under the ABC Rule 
but seeing no need to “go into the[ir] intricacies”). 

80. See David W. Robertson, Court-awarded Attorneys’ Fees in Maritime Cases: The 
“American Rule” in Admiralty, 27 J. MAR. L. & COM. 507, 514 (1996) (noting that the “tradi-
tional terminology” speaks of “collateral litigation”). 
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A. Collateral Litigation and the Traditional Understanding of the 
American Rule 

1. The emergence of the American Rule 
“[V]irtually all” colonial legislatures enacted statutes regulating 

attorneys’ fees.81 These statutes limited fees by prescribing both what 
a lawyer could charge his client and what costs the prevailing party in 
litigation could recover from the loser.82 These dual limits allowed pre-
vailing parties to count on recovering their fees as costs.83 

By at least the 1820s and 1830s, the states’ legislative limits on 
the fees an attorney could charge his own client had been repealed or 
the profession had succeeded in systematically “evad[ing]” them.84 But 
the statutory attorneys’ fees awarded as costs to a prevailing party re-
mained low.85 At first, this gap was not always practically significant. 
The law on whether attorneys’ fees could be recovered as damages (in 
distinction to fees recovered as costs) was still developing, so there was 
still the possibility that a prevailing party could recover fees as part of 
a damage award.86 

The American Rule as it exists today began to develop around the 
middle of the nineteenth century.87 As before, lawyers could charge 
their own clients whatever the market would bear, while statutorily im-
posed costs remained low.88 The crucial change was that courts began 
consistently denying the recovery of attorneys’ fees as damages.89 
These conditions made the second half of the nineteenth century the 
“heyday” of the American rule.90 

2. How courts traditionally treated attorneys’ fees incurred in 

 
81. John Leubsdorf, Toward a History of the American Rule on Attorney Fee Recovery, 

47 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 9, 10 (1984). 
82. Id. 
83. Id. at 11. 
84. Id. at 13–14. 
85. Id. at 14. 
86. See id. at 14–15. 
87. See generally Leubsdorf, supra note 81, at 16–23. 
88. Leubsdorf, supra note 81, at 16–17; see also id. at 21–22. 
89. Leubsdorf, supra note 81, at 23; John Leubsdorf, Recovering Attorney Fees as Dam-

ages, 38 RUTGERS L. REV. 439, 447 & n.40 (1986); Robertson, supra note 80, at 525–32. 
90. Leubsdorf, supra note 81, at 17. 
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collateral litigation 
During the last half of the nineteenth century and the early decades 

of the twentieth, the state courts that addressed the issue held that legal 
expenses were recoverable when a defendant’s wrong had caused the 
plaintiff to incur those expenses in collateral litigation against a third 
party. Some of these decisions do not even mention what we now call 
the American Rule91 as a possible impediment to recovery.92 Others 
note the existence of the American Rule but explicitly reject its appli-
cation to collateral litigation with a third party.93 So, while the expenses 
of collateral litigation might be unrecoverable for other reasons,94 the 
American Rule apparently did not stand as a barrier. Indeed, attorneys’ 
fees incurred in third-party collateral litigation were so widely recog-
nized to be recoverable that the Illinois Supreme Court in 1874 could 
describe their recoverability as a rule “found in the text-books.”95 

In the federal courts, district and circuit courts sitting in admiralty 
appear to have drawn a clear distinction between fees incurred in the 
same proceeding in which fees are sought and fees incurred in a collat-
eral proceeding.96 The latter could be recovered; the former could not 
be. In one instructive case, the negligence of a harbor pilot caused a 
French bark to collide with a steamer, which then sued the bark for 
damages. In subsequent litigation by the French shipowner against the 
pilot, a federal district court put the distinction between collateral fees 

 
91. The term “American Rule” did not come into use until well into the twentieth century. 

See id. at 27–28 & n.130 (stating that the earliest apparent use of the term was in 1929). 
92. Philpot v. Taylor, 75 Ill. 309, 310–11 (1874); Boston & Albany R.R. v. Richardson, 

135 Mass. 473, 477–78 (1883); Wright v. Baldwin, 51 Mo. 269, 272 (1873); Hubbard v. Gould, 
64 A. 668, 670 (N.H. 1906); Dubois v. Hermance, 56 N.Y. 673, 675 (1874); see also Int’l State 
Bank of Trinidad v. Trinidad Bean & Elevator Co., 245 P. 489, 489 (Colo. 1926) (relying on 
cases from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to hold that “[w]hen the natural and 
probable consequence of a wrongful act has been to involve plaintiff in litigation with others, 
the general rule is that the reasonable expenses of the litigation may be recovered from the 
wrongdoer”). 

93. First Nat’l Bank of Hutchinson v. Williams, 63 P. 744, 745 (Kan. 1901); McGaw v. 
Acker Merrall & Condit Co., 73 A. 731, 734 (Md. 1909). 

94. See Hancock v. Hubbell, 12 P. 618, 619–20 (Cal. 1887) (stating that collateral legal 
expenses were not recoverable because special damages were not pleaded); Chase v. Bennett, 
59 N.H. 394, 395–96 (1879) (notification requirement not complied with); Hall v. Hall, 5 S.E. 
260, 265 (W. Va. 1888) (the earlier suits had been filed in courts that were then behind Confed-
erate battle lines and were therefore legal nullities). 

95. See Philpot, 75 Ill. at 310. 
96. Robertson, supra note 80, at 536 (citing Chambers v. Upton, 34 F. 473, 475 (C.C.W.D. 

Mich. 1888); Compagnie de Navigation Francaise v. Burley, 183 F. 166, 171 (W.D. Wash. 
1910), aff’d, 194 F. 335 (9th Cir. 1912)). 
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and same-suit fees “in a nutshell”:97 “The authorities cited by counsel 
for respondents against the allowance of proctors’ or attorneys’ fees are 
not in point where they have been incurred in another suit, and their 
recovery is sought as damages against one who is liable over.”98 

None of these cases apply anything like the ABC Rule. In fact, 
some the cases that approved an award of attorneys’ fees would have 
denied the award under the ABC Rule.99 

3. Collateral litigation with third parties: a boundary or exception 
to the American Rule? 
Under the traditional understanding of the American Rule, an in-

jured person can recover the expenses of collateral litigation from a 
wrongdoer whose wrong has caused the litigation. Does this body of 
case law represent an exception to the otherwise applicable American 
Rule, or simply an area to which the American Rule has no application? 

On one level, the answer to this question does not matter. What 
matters is that Washington caselaw currently denies the recovery of at-
torneys’ fees even where the American Rule traditionally permitted 
it—however that result is understood at the level of legal doctrine.   

On another level, the answer does matter. If the borders of the 
American Rule end before collateral litigation with a third party begins, 
then the ABC Rule’s narrowness cannot be defended by claiming that 
the American Rule bars the recovery of attorneys’ fees as such. And if 
the American Rule has no application to fees incurred in collateral liti-
gation with a third party, those fees start to resemble other kinds of 
consequential damages.100 Restrictions on the recovery of such dam-
ages must then be justified. 

The early caselaw nowhere speaks of collateral litigation as an 
“exception” to the American Rule. Many of the cases do not even men-
tion the American Rule as a possible barrier.  This suggests that the 

 
97. See sources cited supra note 96. 
98. Compagnie de Navigation, 183 F. at 171. 
99. See, e.g., Philpot, 75 Ill. at 310 (connecting the third party with the wrong because, 

through that wrong, defendants had sold him property while falsely representing themselves as 
agents of the plaintiff); First Nat’l Bank, 63 P. at 745 (third party was connected with the wrong 
as the innocent purchaser of a draft issued by the plaintiff bank due to the defendant’s misrepre-
sentations). 

100. See Sorenson v. Fio Rito, 413 N.E.2d 47, 52 (Ill. App. Ct. 1980) (“There is no basis 
in logic for denying recovery of the same type of loss merely because the plaintiff required an 
attorney . . . to correct the situation caused by the defendant’s neglect. . . . We are simply fol-
lowing the general rule of requiring a wrongdoer to bear the consequences of his misconduct.”). 
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courts thought of collateral litigation with a third party as falling out-
side the American Rule, rather than as an exception to it. But what 
about modern case law? That is the question to which I now turn. 

B. Collateral Litigation and the Modern Rationale for the American 
Rule 
Almost every American jurisdiction currently allows the recovery 

of expenses incurred in collateral litigation against a third party—and 
do so without imposing the ABC Rule’s requirements.101 In doing so, 
many of them have referred to collateral litigation with a third party as 
an “exception” to the American Rule.102 

But these courts, often by their own admission, have used the term 
“exception” loosely. When they have had occasion to directly address 
whether collateral litigation with third parties is accurately character-
ized as an “exception” to the American Rule, they have agreed with 
apparent unanimity that it is not an exception but a situation to which 
the Rule does not apply at all.103 This is true even of courts that had 
earlier referred to collateral litigation with third parties as an “excep-
tion.”104 

Courts have come to this conclusion because the prevailing mod-
ern justification for the American Rule does not apply to collateral lit-
igation against third parties. While other justifications are sometimes 
given for the American Rule,105 the Rule is most prominently justified 
 

101. 1 ROSSI, supra note 11, § 8:3 n.8 identifies Arkansas and North Carolina as the only 
states that flatly bar recovery of collateral attorneys’ fees when a defendant’s wrong causes the 
plaintiff to be involved in litigation with third parties. The treatise does not identify any state 
other than Washington that has adopted the ABC Rule. See id. § 8:3. Similarly, in the Restate-
ment section that authorizes recovery of attorneys’ fees incurred in litigation against a third 
party, no cases cited appear to impose anything like the ABC Rule. See RESTATEMENT 
(SECOND) OF TORTS § 914 (Oct. 2021 update). 

102. See 1 ROSSI, supra note 11, § 8:3 (citing cases that use the term “exception”). 
103. See Shen v. Leo A. Daly Co., 222 F.3d 472, 479 (8th Cir. 2000); Sooy v. Peter, 270 

Cal. Rptr. 151, 154 (Cal. Ct. App. 1990); Rocky Mountain Festivals, Inc. v. Parsons Corp., 242 
P.3d 1067, 1071 (Colo. 2010), as modified (Dec. 13, 2010); Chicago Title Ins. Co. v. Accurate 
Title Searches, Inc., 164 A.3d 682, 701–02 (Conn. Ct. App. 2017); Harder v. Foster, 401 P.3d 
1032, 1048 (Kan. Ct. App. 2017); E. Shore Title Co. v. Ochse, 160 A.3d 1238, 1256 (Md. 2017); 
Montara Owners Ass’n v. La Noue Dev., LLC, 353 P.3d 563, 579 n.15 (Or. 2015); see also 
Potomac Residence Club v. W. World Ins. Co., 711 A.2d 1228, 1242 n.8 (D.C. 1997) (King, J., 
concurring in part and dissenting in part), reh’g en banc granted, judgment vacated, 711 A.2d 
1250 (D.C. 1998). 

104. Sooy, 270 Cal. Rptr. at 154; Rocky Mountain Festivals, 242 P.3d at 1071; Harder, 
401 P.3d at 1048. 

105. See Fleischmann Distilling Corp. v. Maier Brewing Co., 386 U.S. 714, 718 (1967) 
(stating that the American Rule is “also” justified on the ground that “litigating the question of 
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on the ground that no one should be penalized merely for prosecuting 
or defending a lawsuit.106 Said otherwise, the American Rule does not 
generally view the mere filing or defending of a lawsuit as a legally 
cognizable wrong for which damages can be awarded.107 

This justification, however, does not squarely apply when a de-
fendant’s wrong has caused the plaintiff to incur attorneys’ fees in liti-
gation with a third party. Compensation for those fees is not compen-
sation for fees incurred in the follow-on action against the defendant. 
Defending that action is not what makes the defendant liable for attor-
neys’ fees. Rather, the defendant is made to pay fees as damages be-
cause a lawsuit to which it was not a party was a foreseeable effect of 
its wrong.108 And when the principal reason for the American Rule does 
not apply, the American Rule itself should not apply. 

 
what constitutes reasonable attorney’s fees would pose substantial burdens for judicial admin-
istration”). 

106. See id. (“In support of the American rule, it has been argued that since litigation is at 
best uncertain one should not be penalized for merely defending or prosecuting a lawsuit, and 
that the poor might be unjustly discouraged from instituting actions to vindicate their rights if 
the penalty for losing included the fees of their opponents’ counsel.”); James R. Maxeiner, Cost 
and Fee Allocation in Civil Procedure, 58 AM. J. COMP. L. 195, 198 (2010) (“The rationale most 
often given for [the American Rule] is to provide access to courts for poor and other risk-averse 
persons.”); Benjamin Spencer, Rationalizing Cost Allocation in Civil Discovery, 34 REV. LITIG. 
769, 773 (2015) (“The American approach has been justified principally” on the ground that it 
“protects the ability of prospective plaintiffs to bring actions that may vindicate their rights and 
does not penalize defendants for merely defending themselves in a lawsuit.”); John F. Vargo, 
The American Rule on Attorney Fee Allocation: The Injured Person’s Access to Justice, 42 AM. 
U. L. REV. 1567, 1635 (1993) (“These reasons [for the American Rule] seem to reflect . . . beliefs 
about American democracy and individualism. This reverence for the individual and the belief 
that litigation was a ‘fair fight’ precluded placing any penalties on a losing party. Litigation of 
basic rights was not to be discouraged by rules that denied access to the courts.”); Charles M. 
Yablon, The Good, the Bad, and the Frivolous Case: An Essay on Probability and Rule 11, 44 
UCLA L. REV. 65, 92–93 (1996) (citation omitted) (“The traditional justification of the ‘Amer-
ican Rule[]’ . . . is that ‘litigation is at best uncertain.’”). 

107. Malicious-prosecution claims fall outside this rule. Claims for malicious prosecution 
do recognize the mere filing of a lawsuit as a wrongful act by the person who files it, which is 
why damages for such an act “include the attorney fees for the underlying action.” Rorvig v. 
Douglas, 873 P.2d 492, 497 (Wash. 1994) (citing Aldrich v. Inland Empire Tel. & Tel. Co., 113 
P. 264, 265 (Wash. 1911)). This example bolsters my point, which is that attorneys’ fees should 
be recoverable as damages when the litigation in which they were incurred is itself a cognizable 
injury. Cf. Robertson, supra note 80, at 535 & n.144 (making a similar point). Under the Amer-
ican Rule, however, litigation itself is generally not a cognizable injury as between plaintiff and 
defendant. That is why damages for malicious prosecution do not include fees expended in the 
follow-on action that asserts the claim for malicious prosecution. Rorvig, 873 P.2d at 497. 

108. See Chicago Title Ins., 164 A.3d at 702 (stating that damages compensating the plain-
tiff for fees incurred in collateral litigation with a third party “fully comports with the purpose 
of the American rule, which is to encourage parties to litigate claims in good faith without fear 
that the losing party will ultimately shoulder the legal expenses incurred by the prevailing party 
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In sum, both the traditional understanding of the American Rule 
and its prevailing modern justification indicate that third-party collat-
eral litigation produced by a defendant’s wrong falls outside the bound-
aries of the Rule. 

IV. COLLATERAL LITIGATION AND THE AMERICAN RULE IN 
WASHINGTON: A STRANGE HISTORY 

Courts outside Washington, as we have seen, understand the ex-
penses of collateral litigation with a third party to fall outside the 
boundaries of the American Rule. Washington courts currently have a 
different understanding.109 Has it always been that way? And if not, 
when and why did things change? 

A. How Washington Courts Traditionally Treated the Expenses of 
Collateral Litigation 

Beginning in the early twentieth century, the Washington Su-
preme Court issued a surprisingly large number of decisions addressing 
whether a plaintiff could receive damages for attorneys’ fees incurred 
in collateral litigation. Until 1964, the rule in Washington was clear: 
where a defendant’s wrong was the proximate cause of litigation be-
tween the plaintiff and a third party, fees incurred in that litigation were 
recoverable because the American Rule did not apply to collateral liti-
gation with a third party. 

1. The Washington case law 
Curtley v. Security Savings Society was the first case to explicitly 

allow a plaintiff to recover attorneys’ fees from collateral litigation 
with a third party.110 There, Isaac Curtley purchased land from a real-
estate firm and then paid a building company to erect a house on the 
land, with some money paid to the building company up front and the 
rest to be paid in installments.111  After Curtley learned that the real-
estate firm had earlier sold the land to someone else, he declined to 
 
in the same action”); Sorenson v. Fio Rito, 413 N.E.2d 47, 51–52 (Ill. App. Ct. 1980) (reasoning 
that because the American Rule is intended to avoid deterring litigants “from prosecuting or 
defending an uncertain claim,” it is “intended to apply only where a successful litigant seeks to 
recover his costs in maintaining the lawsuit. We do not believe it was intended to preclude a 
plaintiff from recovering losses directly caused by the defendant’s conduct simply because those 
losses happen to take the form of attorneys’ fees.”). 

109. See, e.g., Porter v. Kirkendoll, 449 P.3d 627, 636 (Wash. 2019). 
110. Curtley v. Security Savings Society, 89 P. 180 (Wash. 1907). 
111. Id. at 181. 
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make any further payments to the building company.112 The building 
company sued him for breach of contract and prevailed.113 Meanwhile, 
Curtley sued the real-estate firm for fraud, seeking, among other things, 
the attorneys’ fees he had incurred in the building company’s contract 
action.114 

The court rejected the real estate firm’s contention that it was “not 
liable for the fees paid by [Curtley] to counsel for defending the action 
brought against him for a breach of the building contract.”115 According 
to the court, “the rule is that reasonable attorney’s fees when paid, or 
contracted to be paid, for defending an action are a part of the damages 
and are recoverable under circumstances that will permit a recovery of 
the amount of the judgment entered in the action.”116 If Curtley could 
prove fraud, he was entitled to recover the attorneys’ fees from the con-
tract action along with the damages awarded against him in that action. 

A similar issue arose in the 1921 decision Murphy v. Fidelity Ab-
stract & Title Co.117 When William Murphy sought to foreclose on a 
defaulted mortgage, he asked a title abstract company to determine the 
status of any lien against the mortgaged land.118 The title abstract com-
pany wrongly told him that an irrigation assessment lien had already 
been paid.119 As a result of this incorrect information, Murphy was 
made a defendant in the lienholder’s quiet title action.120 The court 
held, on the authority of Curtley, that, because Murphy was justified in 
defending the quiet title action, “he was entitled to recover in this 
case[,] as part of his damages, attorney’s fees in a reasonable amount 
so expended in his defense of that action.”121 

A decade later, the court decided Longview School District v. 
Stubbs Electrical Co.122 A contract between Longview School District 

 
112. See id. (Curtley paid the building company $25, which was only the upfront payment 

owed). 
113. Id. 
114. Id. 
115. Id. at 57. 
116. Id. at 57–58 (citing 2 J.G. Sutherland, A Treatise on the Law of Damages, § 619). 
117. 194 P. 591 (Wash. 1921). 
118. Id. at 592. 
119. Id. 
120. Id. at 593. 
121. Id. at 595. 
122. 295 P. 186 (Wash. 1931) [hereinafter Stubbs II]. This was the second time the case 

had reached the court. See Stubbs Elec. Co. v. Longview Sch. Dist., 279 P. 86 (Wash. 1929) 
[hereinafter Stubbs I]. 
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and a building contractor required the school district not to pay the con-
tractor $495 until 30 days after completion of a building project.123 This 
provision ensured that the $495 would, at least temporarily, be availa-
ble to satisfy any debts to subcontractors that the building contractor 
had not paid, and, if necessary, to pay the surety company that had 
guaranteed the contractor’s obligations.124 Unfortunately, the 
Longview School District paid the contractor $495 prematurely—that 
is, before the 30-day waiting period had ended.125 It turned out that the 
contractor had an unpaid debt to a subcontractor, who then sued the 
surety and obtained a judgment that included attorneys’ fees.126 The 
surety, in turn, had an indemnity agreement with Stubbs Electrical 
Company.127 Under that agreement, Stubbs paid the judgment against 
the surety, as well as the attorneys’ fees that the surety paid in defend-
ing against the subcontractor’s lawsuit.128 

Stubbs then sued the Longview School District to recover, among 
other things, the attorneys’ fees it had paid on behalf of the surety.129 
The Longview School District, it was decided, had wronged the surety 
by paying out the $495 prematurely.130 It was also decided that Stubbs, 
as the indemnitor of the surety company, was subrogated to the surety 
company and could assert its rights.131 As a result, Stubbs could recover 
the attorneys’ fees the surety had to incur in litigation with the third-
party subcontractor because of the Longview School District’s wrong. 
Once again, the court cited Curtley in support of this holding.132 

This trilogy of early twentieth-century decisions—Curtley, Mur-
phy, and Longview School District—was usefully interpreted and sum-
marized in two slightly later Washington Supreme Court cases. 

The first of these, Choukas v. Severyns,133 acknowledged “the 
general rule” that “[w]here the natural and proximate consequence of a 
 

123. Stubbs II, 295 P. at 186–87. 
124. See Stubbs I, 279 P. at 87 (“The [fifteen] per cent which was to be retained for [thirty] 

days was a trust fund for the benefit of creditors and collectible claims and was also a fund to 
which the bonding company had a right to look for indemnity.”) 

125. Stubbs II, 295 P. at 187. 
126. Id. 
127. Id. 
128. Id. 
129. Id. 
130. By the time the case reached the court for the second time, this had already been 

decided. See id. 
131. Id. 
132. Id. at 188. 
133. 99 P.2d 942 (Wash. 1940). 
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wrongful act has been to involve plaintiff in litigation with others,” the 
attorneys’ fees thereby incurred were generally recoverable.134 It dis-
tinguished that rule from a situation in which a litigant is seeking com-
pensation for fees incurred in litigation with the same person from 
whom those fees are sought.135 

The case law was again surveyed in State ex rel. Macri v. City of 
Bremerton,136 which one commentator has characterized as “[t]he most 
careful and detailed early analysis of the American rule in the State of 
Washington.”137 The court repeated the same distinction it had drawn 
in Choukas. On the one hand, there were “attorneys’ fees and other 
expenses . . . incurred in collateral proceedings as the natural and prox-
imate consequence of” a third party’s wrong.138 These could be 
awarded as damages, as in Longview School District.139 By contrast, 
where the “action is between the two litigants, and there has not been 
at any time an action against a third party,” the “general rule” is that 
there can “be no recovery as damages of the costs and expenses of liti-
gation.”140 

The last case decided under the traditional rule was Wells v. Aetna 
Insurance Co.141 in 1962. There, a car dealer sold a car to plaintiff 
Douglas Wells, who learned that the dealer had earlier sold the same 
car to a different person.142 Then as now, Washington required car deal-
ers to take out a surety bond to try to ensure that if a dealer swindled a 
purchaser, the purchaser could be compensated.143 When Wells filed 
an action to quiet title to the car or rescind the sale, he named as de-
fendants the dealer, the earlier purported purchaser,144 and the surety 
company. The earlier purported purchaser filed a cross claim against 
Wells, while the surety company filed an interpleader action against the 
other parties.145 Ultimately, the trial court quieted title in favor of Wells 
and entered a judgment allowing him to recover $800 in attorneys’ fees 
 

134. Id. at 946 (citation omitted). 
135. Id. at 946–47. 
136. 111 P.2d 612 (Wash. 1941). 
137. Talmadge, supra note 14, at 60 n.13. 
138. Macri, 111 P.2d at 615. 
139. Id. 
140. Id. at 615–16. 
141. 376 P.2d 644 (Wash. 1962). 
142. Id. at 644. 
143. Id. at 645; WASH. REV. CODE § 46.70.070 (2022). 
144. The suit also named the company that had financed the earlier purchase; the company 

had bought the contract of sale from the purchaser. Wells, 376 P.2d at 645. 
145. Id. 
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from the dealer and its surety (who was liable for the dealer’s con-
duct).146 

The surety company challenged the award of attorneys’ fees. The 
Wells court cited Curtley, Murphy, and Longview School District, 
which, it said, “hold that when the natural and proximate consequences 
of a wrongful act by defendant involve plaintiff in litigation with oth-
ers, there may, as a general rule, be a recovery of damages for the rea-
sonable expenses incurred in the litigation, including compensation for 
attorney’s fees.”147 The surety company argued, however, that this case 
did not fall within this rule because there was “only one lawsuit.”148 
Rejecting this argument, the court noted that “our liberal rules of join-
der” are meant “to encourage the adjudication of the rights and claims 
of all parties in one proceeding.”149 And it reasoned that Wells was en-
titled to attorneys’ fees because he had been “required to defend [his] 
right to the automobile against the claim asserted in the cross-complaint 
of [the earlier purchaser] as well as in the interpleader action of [the 
surety company].”150 In short, the dealer’s wrong had involved Wells 
in litigation with a third party, the earlier purchaser, in the form of that 
party’s cross claim. The dealer, and through its surety bond the surety 
company, were liable for the fees Wells had incurred in defending 
against the cross claim. 

2. Summing up the Washington case law 
These cases, which span nearly sixty years, are notable in three 

ways. First, none of the cases suggests that the American Rule might 
apply to collateral litigation with a third party or that such litigation 
raises an “exception” to the American Rule. Indeed, when the Wash-
ington Supreme Court contrasted collateral fees with same-suit fees, it 
spoke of them as situations controlled by two different rules alto-
gether.151 Second, the cases do not apply the ABC Rule. Absent are 
both the strict causation standard of the ABC Rule’s second element 
and the demanding “not connected with” standard of the third ele-
ment.152 Third, and perhaps most tellingly, the ABC Rule would have 
 

146. Id. at 644–46. 
147. Id. at 645. 
148. Id. 
149. Id. 
150. Id. 
151. Choukas v. Severyns, 99 P.2d 942, 946–47 (Wash. 1940); see supra notes 136–138 

and accompanying text. 
152. See supra Part II. 
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barred the recovery of attorneys’ fees in some of the pre-ABC-Rule 
cases. 

In Curtley, the ABC Rule’s causation standard would have barred 
recovery of attorneys’ fees. There, collateral litigation arose when the 
plaintiff land purchaser decided to stop paying his debt to the construc-
tion company. To be sure, this decision is understandable: he had just 
learned that he did not own the land on which the construction company 
had built a house. But the ABC Rule’s causation standard bars recovery 
of fees if, “apart from [the wrongdoer’s] actions, [the injured person’s] 
own conduct caused it to be ‘exposed’ or ‘involved’ in litigation with” 
the third party.153 And in Curtley, the plaintiff’s own decision to stop 
paying the construction company was the immediate cause of the col-
lateral litigation. Had the ABC Rule been applied, it would have barred 
the recovery of attorneys’ fees. 

The facts in Murphy and Wells would also likely have barred re-
covery under the ABC Rule’s “not connected with” element. Recall 
that this element is interpreted to bar the recovery of attorneys’ fees 
where the third party is factually connected with the wrongdoer’s 
wrong toward the injured person.154 In Murphy, the third party was fac-
tually connected with the wrong because it was the holder of the lien 
of which the title abstract company had negligently failed to inform the 
plaintiff. In Wells, the third party was also factually connected with the 
wrong because it was the earlier purchaser of the same car that the car 
dealer had sold a second time to the plaintiff. 

These cases, in sum, teach a valuable lesson: For much of Wash-
ington’s history, the state’s courts applied a rule not just different from 
the ABC Rule, but contrary to it. 

B. The Creation of the ABC Rule ex Nihilo 
The ABC Rule’s origins lie in two cases: Armstrong Construction 

Co. v. Thomson,155 decided in 1964, and Manning v. Loidhamer,156 de-
cided in 1975. Together, they mark a dramatic change in the law. 

 
153. Porter v. Kirkendoll, 449 P.3d 627, 636 (Wash. 2019) (quoting Tradewell Grp., Inc. 

v. Mavis, 857 P.2d 1053, 1057–58 (Wash. 1993)); see also supra Section II.A. 
154. See LK Operating, LLC v. Collection Grp., LLC, 330 P.3d 190, 194 (Wash. 2014); 

see also supra Section II.B. 
155. 390 P.2d 976 (Wash. 1964). 
156. 538 P.2d 136 (Wash. 1975). 
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The decisions are puzzling. They do not appear to recognize that 
they are significantly changing Washington law, and perhaps as a re-
sult, they fail to explain the reasons for the changes they make. Most 
notably, neither explains why the American Rule somehow necessi-
tates the ABC Rule. 

1. Armstrong Construction Co. v. Thomson 
In Armstrong, an architect designed a house for Ralph and Mar-

garet Thomson.157 To build that house, the Thomsons entered into a 
contract with Armstrong Construction that incorporated the architect’s 
design.158 Under the contract, Armstrong Construction was required to 
obtain the required permits before beginning the job, but before any 
permit was issued, it began construction.159 When a county inspector 
discovered that the partly built house did not comply with minimum-
setback requirements, the Thomsons applied for a variance permit but 
were denied.160 The construction project evidently went uncompleted. 

Armstrong Construction sued the Thomsons for the value of its 
labor and materials and for expenses incurred in seeking permits.161 
The trial court allowed the company to recover solely the expenses it 
incurred in seeking permits, because it had incurred the other expenses 
only after beginning construction prematurely.162 The Thomsons joined 
the architect as a third-party defendant, seeking, among other things, 
the attorneys’ fees they incurred in defending the action brought by 
Armstrong Construction.163 

The principal question on appeal was whether the Thomsons 
could recover the attorneys’ fees due to the “oversight, negligence, or 
breach of contract by an architect.”164 The court began by citing Macri, 
Murphy, and Wells.165 It acknowledged that when a defendant has 
caused the plaintiff to be involved in litigation with a third person, the 
plaintiff may recover, as damages, the expenses incurred in that litiga-
tion.166 
 

157. Armstrong, 390 P.2d at 977. 
158. Id. at 977–78. 
159. Id. at 978. 
160. Id. 
161. Id. 
162. Id. at 979. 
163. Id. 
164. Id. 
165. Id.; see supra Section IV.A (discussing these cases). 
166. Armstrong, 390 P.2d at 979. 
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Armstrong, however, created a new test for who counted as a third 
person: “[W]here the acts or omissions of a party to an agreement or 
event have exposed one to litigation by third person—that is, to suit by 
persons not connected with the initial transaction or event—the allow-
ance of attorney’s fees may be a proper element of consequential dam-
ages.”167 And it held that a plaintiff could recover attorneys’ fees from 
collateral litigation only if “the action, for which attorney’s fees are 
claimed as consequential damages, is brought or defended by third per-
sons—that is, persons not privy to the contract, agreement or events 
through which the litigation arises.”168 

The court then applied this standard to the facts before it. It held 
that “both the builder and the architect were privy to the construction 
contract; therefore, neither could be classified as third persons. . . .”169 
As a result, the Thomsons could not recover attorneys’ fees as damages. 

Armstrong seemed unaware that in establishing its “not connected 
with” requirement, it was changing the law. It did not justify its new 
requirement, let alone claim that it flowed logically from the American 
Rule. Nor did it seem aware that the new requirement would have 
barred the recovery of fees as damages in Wells, decided just two years 
earlier, since the third party, as the earlier purported purchaser of the 
automobile, was privy to the defendant’s wrongful contract of sale. 

2. Manning v. Loidhamer 
Manning v. Loidhamer170 arose from an automobile crash.171 The 

plaintiffs brought both a claim of negligent highway design against the 
State and a claim of negligence against the other driver and his em-
ployer.172 At trial, the State was exonerated and the other defendants 
were found liable.173 The State then asked that its co-defendants be or-
dered to pay the attorneys’ fees it had incurred in the litigation.174 

It was Manning that first formulated the current form of the ABC 
Rule. The court stated that where a wrong involves the injured person 
in litigation, expenses incurred in that litigation are recoverable only 

 
167. Id. (emphasis added). 
168. Id. (emphasis added). 
169. Id. at 979–80. 
170. 538 P.2d 136 (Wash. Ct. App. 1975). 
171. Id. at 138. 
172. Id. at 137. 
173. Id. at 137–38. 
174. Id. at 137. 
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where “[t]hree elements” are satisfied: “(1) a wrongful act or omission 
by A toward B; (2) such act or omission exposes or involves B in liti-
gation with C; and (3) C was not connected with the initial transaction 
or event, viz., the wrongful act or omission of A toward B.”175 

Applying this new rule to the facts, the court first observed that 
the State’s co-defendants—the other driver and his employer—had 
breached no preexisting duty to the State by their negligence toward 
the plaintiffs.176 The court could have stopped there. Instead, it summa-
rized the facts of Armstrong and concluded, “As in Armstrong, the State 
was privy to the events ‘through which the litigation’ arose.”177 The 
implicit reasoning here is that the State was “privy to the events” be-
cause it designed the highway where the accident occurred. 

This was an extension of Armstrong into a new context. Rather 
than A, B, and C being tied together by a contract, as in Armstrong, the 
Manning court was effectively holding that if the third party had some 
factual connection to the wrong, recovery of attorneys’ fees was barred. 
Manning seemed to acknowledge that it was extending Armstrong, not-
ing that “Armstrong involved a contract but the principle also applies 
to tort actions.”178 Manning did not explain, however, why the principle 
should also apply to tort actions, let alone suggest that the American 
Rule dictated the result. And, as I will discuss later, there are good rea-
sons to distinguish between contracts and torts in this context.179 

None of Manning’s discussion of the “not connected with” ele-
ment was necessary, since the putative third parties there had not actu-
ally committed any wrong against the party seeking attorneys’ fees. Yet 
it was Manning that created the present formulation of the ABC Rule 
and clarified the broad scope of the “not connected with” element. 
Henceforth, if injured persons incurred their litigation expenses against 
a party that had some articulable factual connection to the wrongdoer’s 
wrong, they could not recover those litigation expenses as compensa-
tory damages from the wrongdoer. 

 
 

 
175. Id. at 138. 
176. Id. at 140. 
177. Id. at 141 (quoting Armstrong Constr. Co. v. Thomson, 390 P.2d 976, 979 (Wash. 

1964). 
178. Id. 
179. See infra Section VI.B.2. 
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V. ARE THERE POTENTIAL JUSTIFICATIONS FOR THE ABC RULE 
OTHER THAN THE AMERICAN RULE? 

We have seen that the American Rule does not support the ABC 
Rule. Can the ABC Rule find a justification elsewhere? It is certainly 
possible to think of purposes that the ABC Rule might be intended to 
advance. I raise some such purposes below, although they are just con-
jectural purposes; none of them are actually invoked in the case law. 
But even these conjectural purposes do not support the ABC Rule, 
simply because the Rule is poorly tailored to those purposes. 

A. Respecting Contracts 
One possible rationale for the ABC Rule is the faithful enforce-

ment of contracts. If the wrongdoer, injured person, and putative third 
party all have a contractual arrangement with each other, the ABC Rule 
does not consider the last to be a true third party, and so does not au-
thorize the recovery of attorneys’ fees from collateral litigation.180 By 
declining to award attorneys’ fees in this situation, a defender of the 
ABC Rule might say, the Rule allows the parties’ contract to govern 
whether attorneys’ fees are recoverable, and so promotes freedom of 
contract.181 

The premise of this freedom-of-contract argument is reasonable. 
Where all three parties are joined by the same contract, it makes sense 
that the provisions of the contract should govern the recovery of attor-
neys’ fees, at least where the alleged wrong is a breach of contract. The 
parties, in theory, had an opportunity to bargain about whether and how 
attorneys’ fees should be awarded in disputes arising from the contract, 
and they should be held to that bargain. 

From this freedom-of-contract premise, however, it does not fol-
low that the ABC Rule is good and necessary. 

First, when parties are joined by a tripartite contract, freedom of 
contract is furthered simply by enforcing the provisions of the contract 
according to the normal rules of contract law. The ABC Rule is unnec-
essary. 

 
180. See Armstrong, 64 Wash. 2d at 196. 
181. See, e.g., In re Estate of Bachmeier, 52 P.3d 22, 25 (Wash. 2002) (“Generally, courts 

function to enforce contracts as drafted by the parties and not to change the obligations of the 
contract the parties saw fit to make.”). 
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In addition, the third element of the ABC Rule, the “not connected 
with” requirement, sweeps far more broadly than is required. That re-
quirement deems not just a contracting party, but any party that has a 
factual connection to a wrong, to be “connected with” that wrong, 
thereby preventing the recovery of attorneys’ fees.182 

Next, the freedom-of-contract defense of the ABC Rule wrongly 
assumes that a contract governs any claim among contracting parties. 
Tort duties (and hence tort claims) can arise independently of a con-
tract.183 If, for example, an attorney’s concurrent representation of two 
clients with a conflict of interest leads to litigation between those cli-
ents,184 the provisions of the retainer agreement between the attorney 
and the clients should not necessarily govern a subsequent malpractice 
claim against the attorney.185 

There is one last reason that the freedom-of-contract defense of 
the ABC Rule does not work: the ABC Rule does not direct courts to 
look at the provisions of the breached contract. If A and B have a con-
tract, A breaches that contract, and that breach involves B in collateral 
litigation with non-contracting party C, freedom of contract requires 
the provisions of the contract between A and B to govern whether B’s 
collateral attorneys’ fees are recoverable. Yet in these circumstances, 
the ABC Rule does not tell courts to train their attention on the govern-
ing contract. It tells them to train their attention on the three elements 
of the ABC Rule.186 

B. Preventing Circumvention of the American Rule 
Another possible defense of the ABC Rule is that its “not con-

nected with” element prevents litigants from making an end-run around 
the American Rule. That element, such a defense might argue, ensures 
that the wrongdoer is not the same person as the putative third party in 
 

182. See supra Section II.B.1. 
183. See, e.g., Donatelli v. D.R. Strong Consulting Eng’rs, Inc., 312 P.3d 620, 623–24 

(Wash. 2013) (noting that tort duties may arise independently of a contract). This distinction 
between a contract and an independent tort duty, not incidentally, shows why Armstrong Const. 
Co., 390 P.2d 976, cannot be defended merely by noting that the court deemed all three parties 
in that case to be in contractual privity. 

184. See supra Section II.B.2. 
185. See WASH. RULES OF PRO. CONDUCT r. 1.8(h)(1) (limiting contractual waivers of 

malpractice claims). 
186. In one case, the Washington Court of Appeals said that it would defer to a “broadly 

worded indemnity provision” in a contract rather than allow a party to rely on the ABC Rule. 
Newport Yacht Basin Ass’n of Condo. Owners v. Supreme Nw., Inc., 285 P.3d 70, 82 (Wash. 
Ct. App. 2012). The Washington Supreme Court, however, has never endorsed this approach. 
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the collateral litigation. We do not want a victim to be able to sue a 
wrongdoer twice—once for the immediate injury, and a second time 
for the attorneys’ fees incurred in the first litigation, on the theory that 
the wrongdoing precipitated the first litigation.187 Approving such a 
practice would make it easy for litigants to get around the American 
Rule. 

To prevent this kind of circumvention, however, we do not need 
the ABC Rule’s broad requirement that the third party not be factually 
connected with the wrong that caused the collateral litigation. We 
merely need a requirement that the third party not be the same person 
that committed the wrong. Arguably, even that requirement may not be 
needed where the collateral litigation has already reached a final judg-
ment, because the rules of claim preclusion should prevent a prevailing 
party from suing the losing party for attorneys’ fees in a follow-on 
suit.188 In any event, the third element of the ABC Rule, as currently 
formulated, is not necessary to prevent a plaintiff from making a tail-
run around the American Rule. 

C. Ensuring that the Third Party Is Not Culpable for the Wrong 
Another conceivable rationale for the ABC Rule is ensuring that 

the third party was not culpable for the wrong that precipitated the col-
lateral litigation. The ABC Rule accomplishes this purpose, a defender 
of the Rule might argue, through its “not connected with” element.  By 
requiring no factual connection between the third party and the wrong, 
this element guarantees that the third party is not culpable for that 
wrong. 

True, attorneys’ fees should not be awarded if the third party was 
culpable for the wrong. Suppose that a driver is negligently injured by 
two separate cars, one driven by Tortfeasor 1 and the other driven by 
Tortfeasor 2. We do not want the driver to be able to sue Tortfeasor 1, 
prevail, and then sue Tortfeasor 2 for the attorneys’ fees incurred in the 
first lawsuit. Since the driver could and should have joined both Tort-
feasor 1 and Tortfeasor 2 as defendants in the first lawsuit, recovering 

 
187. See Lovell v. House of the Good Shepherd, 44 P. 253, 254 (Wash. 1896) (“It will not 

do to sustain a practice which will allow a party who successfully brings an action for the recov-
ery of a legal right to bring a subsequent action to recover the expenses incident to the first 
case.”); see also Summit Valley Indus., Inc. v. Local 112, United Brotherhood of Carpenters & 
Joiners of Am., 456 U.S. 717, 726 (1982). 

188. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF JUDGMENTS §§ 18, 24 (AM. L. INST. 1982). 
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attorneys’ fees incurred in the first lawsuit from Tortfeasor 2 would 
seem to violate the spirit of the American Rule. 

But the need to prevent such an award of attorneys’ fees does not 
demonstrate a need for the ABC Rule’s “not connected with” element. 
That element is an overbroad solution. It prevents attorneys’ fees from 
being recovered not only from a person at fault in the original wrong, 
but also from any person who is somehow factually connected with the 
wrong. In LK Operating, for instance, there was no allegation that LK 
Operating, the third party, played a culpable role in Powers’ legal mal-
practice—and yet the ABC Rule’s “not connected with” element still 
barred the recovery of attorneys’ fees.189 

Rather, the situation in which we want to prevent an award of at-
torneys’ fees involves joint tortfeasors. All that is needed is a rule that 
the third party and wrongdoer not be joint tortfeasors. The ABC Rule 
is not needed.190 

D. Ensuring a Causal Connection Between the Wrong and the 
Collateral Litigation 

Perhaps the ABC Rule is intended to ensure that collateral litiga-
tion really was a direct and predictable consequence of a wrongful 
act—and that it did not result from the bad faith, fault, or caprice of one 
of the litigants, or from some intervening event. The ABC Rule’s de-
manding “sole causation” standard might be seen as a solution to this 
difficulty. It ensures that the collateral litigation resulted from the 
wrongdoer, rather than from an independent action taken by the injured 
person or third party. A similar justification might be given for the ABC 
Rule’s “not connected with” element. By ensuring that the third party 
stands at a distance from the wrong that caused the collateral litigation, 
it guarantees that the alleged wrongdoer, and not the third party, caused 
that litigation. 

There are two problems with this defense of the ABC Rule. First, 
it does not explain why a special causation standard must apply to the 

 
189. See supra Section II.B.1. 
190. Armstrong Construction Co. v. Thomson, 390 P.2d 976 (Wash. 1964), might be 

thought of as a case in which a plaintiff seeks to recover from one joint tortfeasor the expenses 
it incurred in collateral litigation against the other. Yet the Armstrong court itself did not seem 
to think about the case that way. It never described the architect and building company as joint 
tortfeasors, and the rule it created is not limited to joint tortfeasors. Instead, it saw the wrongdoer, 
injured person, and third party as all privy to the same contract. See id. at 979–80 (“In the instant 
case, both the builder and the architect were privy to the construction contract; therefore, neither 
could be classified as third persons . . . .”). 
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attorneys’ fees the injured person was forced to pay in the collateral 
litigation. I have found no Washington case applying a special causa-
tion standard to other losses incurred in collateral litigation with a third 
party—for example, to a judgment for damages191 or to payment of the 
third party’s attorneys’ fees.192 

Second, ensuring an appropriate causal connection between the 
wrong and the collateral litigation does not require the ABC Rule’s ill-
fitting strictures. Generally applicable rules of law are sufficient to the 
task. 

Tort law normally requires proof that the defendant’s breach of 
duty proximately caused the plaintiff’s injury. And the chain of proxi-
mate causation can be broken by a superseding event or action that is 
not reasonably foreseeable.193 Thus, the doctrine of superseding cause 
allows the factfinder to deny recovery for attorneys’ fees if the collat-
eral litigation stemmed from the whim or some other unforeseeable act 
of the injured person or third party. 

Proximate cause also requires “legal causation.”194 Legal causa-
tion asks “whether, as a matter of policy, the connection between the 
ultimate result and the act of the defendant is too remote or insubstan-
tial to impose liability.”195 If the answer to that question is “yes,” then 
no liability is imposed. 

The doctrine of legal causation ensures that reimbursing the ex-
penses of collateral litigation will not allow culpable parties to bring 
follow-on lawsuits to shift their litigation expenses to others. In juris-
dictions that do not follow the ABC Rule’s demanding requirements, 
courts have held that when collateral litigation results from certain cul-
pable actions by one of the litigants, that litigant cannot recover the 
expenses of the litigation from someone else.196 These decisions are 

 
191. See supra notes 42, 116–120 and accompanying text. 
192. See Thomas v. Gaertner, 784 P.2d 575 (Wash. Ct. App. 1990) (allowing the recovery 

of attorneys’ fees paid to the other side in collateral litigation and holding that such fees can be 
recovered outside the ABC Rule). 

193. See, e.g., Maltman v. Sauer, 530 P.2d 254, 259 (Wash. 1975). 
194. Schooley v. Pinch’s Deli Mkt., Inc., 951 P.2d 749, 754 (Wash. 1998). 
195. Id. at 754. The legal-causation inquiry is related but not identical to the question of 

duty. See Lowman v. Wilbur, 309 P.3d 387, 390 (Wash. 2013); Schooley, 951 P.2d at 754–55. 
196. Two cases may serve as examples. In Department of Environmental Protection v. 

Ventron Corp., 468 A.2d 150 (N.J. 1983), a mercury processing company, in selling land, had 
lied to the purchasers about the extent of the mercury pollution. A state environmental agency 
sued both the sellers and purchasers over the pollution. The court decided that to the extent the 
land purchasers’ own acts, which included some “minimal aggravation” of existing pollution, 
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best seen as premised on the absence of legal causation—that is, on the 
notion that even if a defendant’s wrong was a but-for cause of the col-
lateral litigation, the plaintiff’s own actions make it undesirable as a 
policy matter to make the defendant bear the costs of the litigation.197 

Likewise, when a plaintiff alleges that a breach of contract led to 
collateral litigation with a third party, normal principles of contract law 
already require a reasonable causal connection between the breach and 
the litigation. The victim of a breach of contract may recover conse-
quential damages—such as attorneys’ fees incurred in collateral litiga-
tion—only (1) if the losses they compensate “were reasonably foresee-
able by the party to be charged, at the time the contract was made,” or 
(2) when the loss was not foreseeable, the defendant “had special 
knowledge of the risk he was undertaking.”198 Under this rule, attor-
neys’ fees are not recoverable if they were incurred in collateral litiga-
tion that the contract breacher could not have reasonably foreseen at 
the time of contracting.  And a contract can exclude recovery for con-
sequential damages altogether so long as the exclusion is not uncon-
scionable.199 

E. Avoiding Inflated Attorneys’ Fees 
A defender of the ABC Rule might also assert that the Rule pre-

vents plaintiffs from receiving damages for inflated attorneys’ fees. 
This defense collapses upon inspection. 

The ABC Rule already allows an injured person to recover attor-
neys’ fees in some cases. It is difficult to see how the elements of the 
ABC Rule screen out cases in which attorneys’ fees are especially 
likely to be inflated. To prevent compensation for inflated fees, one 
need only require what the ABC Rule already requires: that the fees be 
“reasonable.”200 

 
caused them to incur attorneys’ fees defending the state’s lawsuit, those fees were not recover-
able. Id. at 160, 167. In Vattimo v. Lower Bucks Hospital, Inc., 465 A.2d 1231 (Pa. 1983), parents 
who asserted a claim of negligent supervision against a mental hospital could not recover for the 
expenses of civil and criminal litigation against their mentally ill son, who had set a fire in the 
hospital. 

197. See infra Section VI.B.2 for further discussion of culpability and legal causation. 
198. Larsen v. Walton Plywood Co., 390 P.2d 677, 681, adhered to, 396 P.2d 879 (Wash. 

1964). 
199. See M.A. Mortenson Co. v. Timberline Software Corp., 998 P.2d 305 (Wash. Ct. 

App. 2000); see also infra Section VI.B.2 (discussing contract damages). 
200. Manning v. Loidhamer, 538 P.2d 136, 138 (Wash. Ct. App. 1975). 
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What is more, the mitigation-of-damages doctrine independently 
requires that any attorneys’ fees recovered as damages be reasonable. 
Where one person has committed a “legal wrong” against another, the 
injured person must “use such means as are reasonable under the cir-
cumstances to avoid or minimize the damages.”201 Inflated attorneys’ 
fees are, almost by definition, damages that could have been reasonably 
avoided, so they are excluded from compensatory damages. 

Note, finally, that because attorneys’ fees incurred in collateral lit-
igation are recoverable as damages rather than costs, the jury, not the 
court, determines whether the fees are reasonable.202 Jurors are unlikely 
to welcome an attempt to recover inflated attorneys’ fees. 

F. Avoiding the Time and Expense of Litigating Fees 
A similar defense of the ABC Rule might be that it forestalls time-

consuming and expensive litigation about attorneys’ fees. But once 
again, the ABC Rule already allows injured persons to recover attor-
neys’ fees in some circumstances, and the Rule’s elements do not pro-
hibit the recovery of attorneys’ fees in cases where litigation about 
damages is most likely to be drawn out and costly. 

Also, determining whether a wrong proximately caused the ex-
penditure of attorneys’ fees, or whether the fees were reasonable, 
merely requires juries to address the kind of factual questions they al-
ready routinely answer: proximate cause and compensatory damages. 
To prove or disprove the reasonableness of fees, expert witnesses may 
be called to testify.203 For guidance in fashioning jury instructions, 
courts and litigants may consult the large body of Washington case law 
on reasonable attorneys’ fees.204 

VI. REPLACING THE ABC RULE 

This article has argued that the ABC Rule is inequitable and un-
tenable. The Washington Supreme Court should abrogate the Rule and 
replace it. 

 
201. Young v. Whidbey Island Bd. of Realtors, 638 P.2d 1235, 1237 (Wash. 1982). 
202. Jacob’s Meadow Owners Ass’n v. Plateau 44 II, LLC, 162 P.3d 1153, 1163-64 

(Wash. Ct. App. 2007). 
203. Id. at 1164. 
204. See id. 
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A. The Importance of Replacing the ABC Rule 
To abrogate the ABC Rule, the Washington Supreme Court would 

have to reconsider its precedents applying the Rule. The court “en-
deavor[s] to honor the principle of stare decisis,” but may “change a 
rule of law when reason so requires.”205 Balancing these countervailing 
considerations, the court “require[s] a clear showing that an established 
rule is incorrect and harmful before it is abandoned.”206 

The ABC Rule is incorrect. It is inconsistent with Washington 
precedents stretching from 1907 to 1962 and is not supported by the 
American Rule.207 The two decisions responsible for creating the ABC 
Rule failed to supply reasons for the Rule; later decisions, reliant on the 
earlier ones, do not justify the Rule at any length, let alone defend it 
against objections.208 

The ABC Rule is also harmful. Its results are inequitable, even 
perverse,209 and it is not needed to further any legitimate interest.210 

The ABC Rule, moreover, is a judicially created rule about legal 
remedies. Deciding whether such a rule accords with reason lies at the 
core of the judiciary’s role and competency.211   

The court need not abrogate the whole of the ABC Rule in a single 
case. Instead, it could decide to abrogate the Rule as it applies to a sin-
gle kind of claim, or a single category of claim, and address its appli-
cation to other claims later. 

 
205. State v. Barber, 248 P.3d 494, 499 (Wash. 2011) (quotations and citations omitted). 
206. Id. (quotation and citation omitted). 
207. See id. at 499 (“We have recognized, for example, that a decision may be considered 

incorrect based on inconsistency with this court’s precedent . . . . A decision may also be incor-
rect if it relies on authority to support a proposition that the authority itself does not actually 
support.”). 

208. Cf. id. at 499 (“While our cases reflect a fairly inclusive understanding of ‘incorrect,’ 
we have at times rejected invitations to overrule prior decisions based on arguments that were 
adequately considered and rejected in the original decisions themselves.”) 

209. See id. at 500 (noting that a common reason a decision may be “harmful” is its “det-
rimental impact on the public interest”). 

210. See supra Parts III and V. 
211. See de Elche v. Jacobsen, 622 P.2d 835, 841 (Wash. 1980) (citations and internal 

quotation marks omitted) (“[W]e abdicate our own function, in a field peculiarly nonstatutory, 
when we refuse to reconsider an old and unsatisfactory court-made rule.”); see also United States 
v. Gaudin, 515 U.S. 506, 521 (1995) (noting that the force of stare decisis is somewhat reduced 
in the case of a procedural rule). 
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B. Formulating a Replacement for the ABC Rule 
Should the Washington Supreme Court decide to abrogate the 

ABC Rule, it should rely on existing case law, and return to first prin-
ciples, to formulate an appropriate replacement.   

1. Drawing on case law 
Replacing the ABC Rule would not require the Washington Su-

preme Court to blaze a new trail or create a replacement out of whole 
cloth. The court can simply draw on its own precedents from before the 
ABC Rule.212 Wells v. Aetna Insurance Co., for example, has a useful 
formulation for what could replace the ABC Rule: “[W]hen the natural 
and proximate consequences of a wrongful act by defendant involve 
plaintiff in litigation with others, there may, as a general rule, be a re-
covery of damages for the reasonable expenses incurred in the litiga-
tion, including compensation for attorney’s fees.”213 

The court need not rely only on Washington cases, since it also 
has the benefit of case law from other jurisdictions. As noted earlier, 
nearly every American jurisdiction has adopted a rule that resembles 
the one that Washington used to apply before the ABC Rule.214 And no 
other jurisdiction imposes the strictures of the ABC Rule when a de-
fendant’s wrong has involved the plaintiff in litigation with a third 
party.215 

2. Returning to first principles 
In addition to case law, a replacement for the ABC Rule should 

draw on the first principles that should animate this area of the law. 
Examining the ABC Rule has helped bring to light what those first 
principles are. 

a. Absent a good reason not to do so, apply the same rules that 

 
212. See supra Section IV.A. 
213. 376 P.2d 644, 645 (Wash. 1962). 
214. See supra note 101 and accompanying text. 
215. See supra note 101 and accompanying text. While a handful of courts from other 

states have cited a Washington case decided under the ABC Rule, and in some circumstances 
have reached the same result as the Washington case, I have found no state that has adopted the 
Rule. Compare Wright v. Bhd. Bank & Trust Co., 782 P.2d 70, 75 (Kan. Ct. App. 1989) (citing 
Armstrong Construction Co. v. Thomson, 390 P.2d 976 (Wash. 1964), in support of the result), 
with Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Md. v. Krebs Eng’rs, 859 F.2d 501, 506 (7th Cir. 1988) (stating 
that there was no reason to think that “the Wisconsin courts would adopt the Armstrong hold-
ing”). 
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apply elsewhere.  
The ABC Rule treats collateral litigation with third parties as a 

special area of the law that must be governed by special rules. This is a 
mistake. Where a wrong precipitates collateral litigation between an 
injured person and a third party, expenses from that litigation are just 
another kind of compensatory damages. 

This recognition highlights the first guiding principle that applies 
to this area: Unless there is a good reason not to do so, apply the same 
rules that apply elsewhere. Thus, if the plaintiff alleges that the defend-
ant’s tort involved him in collateral litigation with a third party, liability 
for expenses from that litigation should depend, among other things, on 
the question asked in every tort case: whether the injury (here, litiga-
tion) is a foreseeable consequence of a breach of the defendant’s 
duty.216 Likewise, in a contract case, the usual standards for liability 
should govern. 

Even where compensation for the expenses of collateral litigation 
raises concerns that might not be present elsewhere, normal legal prin-
ciples are flexible enough to deal with those concerns. Where the cul-
pability of the person seeking compensation helped to bring about the 
collateral litigation, the established doctrines of superseding cause and 
legal causation should be applied to determine liability.217 

The doctrine of legal causation is especially helpful here because 
it focuses our attention on the correct underlying question. Unlike the 
ABC Rule, it does not find a lack of causation simply because an in-
jured party’s “own conduct” was a cause in fact of the collateral litiga-
tion.218 It recognizes that that conduct may simply be the predictable 
result of the wrongdoer’s wrong—that is, part of a cognizable causal 
chain between the wrong and the collateral litigation. On the other 
hand, the legal-causation inquiry does not simply ignore the injured 
party’s own conduct. Instead, it asks whether, in light of the injured 
party’s own conduct, it is desirable as a policy matter to make the 

 
216. See, e.g., Schooley v. Pinch’s Deli Mkt., Inc., 951 P.2d 749, 754 (Wash. 1998) 

(“Foreseeability is used to limit the scope of the duty owed because actors are responsible only 
for the foreseeable consequences of their acts.”). 

217. See supra Section V.D. 
218. See supra Section III.A. 
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wrongdoer bear the costs of the collateral litigation, even if the wrong-
doer was one actual cause of the litigation.219 

b. Breaches of contract should be treated differently from torts.  
A corollary to the first principle is that in contract cases, liability 

for collateral litigation expenses turns on different rules than it does in 
tort cases. Thus, where a party claims the other party’s breach of con-
tract has involved it in litigation with a third party, the threshold issue 
is what the contract says about such a situation. Expenses from collat-
eral litigation are consequential damages, so if the contract excludes 
liability for consequential damages, and that exclusion is not uncon-
scionable, the expenses are not compensable. Likewise, if the contract 
expressly provides that a breaching party is not liable for attorneys’ 
fees incurred in resulting litigation with a third party, then as long as 
that provision is not invalid on some independent ground, those fees 
are not compensable. 

c. A remedy, not a claim.  
For a party to recover collateral litigation expenses as compensa-

tory damages, it must have been wronged by the party from which it 
seeks those expenses. This point is easily overlooked. Porter v. Kirken-
doll220 seems to have implicitly conceived of the ABC Rule as a free-
standing claim rather than as a rule about damages.221 Manning v. Loi-
dhamer222 treated the existence of a precipitating legal wrong almost as 
an afterthought in its analysis.223 But the recovery of collateral litiga-
tion expenses in this context is a question of compensatory damages. 
And if there was no preexisting legal duty or no breach of that duty, 

 
219. See Hartley v. State, 698 P.2d 77, 83 (Wash. 1985) (“Legal causation . . . rests on 

policy considerations as to how far the consequences of defendant’s acts should extend. It in-
volves a determination of whether liability should attach as a matter of law given the existence 
of cause in fact. If the factual elements of the tort are proved, determination of legal liability will 
be dependent on ‘mixed considerations of logic, common sense, justice, policy, and prece-
dent.’”) (citation omitted). I note that legal causation, rather than comparative fault, is the right 
doctrinal tool to apply here because it explains why courts do not appear to apportion fault in 
these cases. 

220. 449 P.3d 627 (Wash. 2019). 
221. This is a conjecture, but it would explain why the case overlooked the need for a 

preexisting legal duty and a breach thereof. See supra Section II.A.2. 
222. 538 P.2d 136 (Wash. Ct. App. 1975). 
223. See supra Section IV.B. 
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there can be no compensatory damages, whether for collateral litigation 
expenses or anything else.224 

d. When special concerns and difficulties arise from compensating 
collateral litigation expenses, they should be addressed directly. 

 To the extent the ABC Rule is intended to address problems that 
arise specifically from compensating the expenses of collateral litiga-
tion, those problems are better addressed directly.225 If, for example, 
we wish to ensure that the collateral litigation for which the plaintiff is 
seeking compensation really was with a third party, we should simply 
require that the collateral litigation was with a third party. If we wish 
to ensure that the third party is not a joint tortfeasor with the wrongdoer, 
we should require that the third party not be a joint tortfeasor. This is 
what other courts have done—without the need for the ABC Rule.226 
At least in this context, a requirement that is broader than necessary to 
solve a problem just creates more of them. 

VII.      CONCLUSION 

The ABC Rule seems to have been created almost unconsciously. 
Perhaps as a result, the ABC Rule leads to inequitable results, is not 
supported by the American Rule, and is poorly tailored to promote any 
legitimate end. 

While the current Washington Supreme Court did not create the 
Rule, it should not perpetuate it. It is time to return to the rules that 
governed in the years before the ABC Rule. Under those rules, when a 
wrong proximately causes an injured person to be involved in litigation 
with a third party, the reasonable expenses of that litigation are gener-
ally recoverable from the wrongdoer on the same grounds as other com-
pensatory damages. 

 

 
224. One party need not have committed a wrong against another before it can be com-

pelled to pay some or all of another’s attorneys’ fees from collateral litigation. In these other 
circumstances, though, the fees are not conceived of as compensation for a wrong, but (for ex-
ample) as recoverable under the common-fund doctrine, see Winters v. State Farm Mut. Auto. 
Ins. Co., 31 P.3d 1164 (Wash. 2001), or under a theory of common-law indemnification, see 
Porter, 449 P.3d at 633. 

225. See supra Part V. 
226. See OnePoint Solutions, LLC v. Borchert, 486 F.3d 342, 352 (8th Cir. 2007) (apply-

ing Minnesota law); Harder v. Foster, 401 P.3d 1032, 1048 (Kan. Ct. App. 2017); Vacco Indus., 
Inc. v. Van Den Berg, 6 Cal. Rptr. 2d 602, 616 (Ct. App. 1992). 


